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establishment of, by corporation
Municipal By-Laws






order of attachment must be made in .. 1254
plaintiff may obtain certificate under Creditors' Relief Act
instead of proceeding with 1258
Appraisement
of perishable property................. .. 1255
sheriff not to be allowed for more than one 1256
Attachment Order
when debtor liable to . 1254
. must be made in pending action . . 1254
affidavit of plaintiff, what must be stated 1254
what judge may make . 1254
term for which order is valid . . 1255
service on defendant 1255
certified copies directed to sheriffs of different counties 1255
priority of costs of first order 1257
delivery up of property upon lapse of . . .. 1259
Costs
of division court bailiff or constable on warrant of attachment 1256
of sheriff under order of attachment 1256
sheriff not be allowed for more than one inventory and ap-
praisement . 1256
priority of costs of first order of attachment 1257
County Court
when order of attachment may issue in ..... ....... .. 1254
Creditors' Relief Act
application of provisions 1235
right of attaching or garnishing creditor in division court to
share 1256
plaintiff may obtain certificate under instead of proceeding
with action 1258
Debts, Attachment of
division court clerk or ba'liff to pay over moneys realized to
sheriff 1256
liability of person paying after notice of attachment.............. 1257
sheriff not bound to sue until security given '" 1257
stay of subsequent proceedings taken by debtor..... 1258
sale of debts by public auction 1258
bill of sale by sheriff 1258
right of purchaser from sheriff to sue 1258





bailiff or clerk to deliver up property or moncy taken to sheriff
attaching or garnishing creditor may obtain judgment anc
share in distribution .
costs of bailiff or constable . __ .
Inventory
duty of sheriff as to making . ..
sheriff not to make or be allowed for more than onc .
Live Stock
sale of by sheriff when plaintiff gives security .
restoration when bond not given .. _._ .
Perishable Property
sale of, on plaintiff giving sccudt)- .
restoration on default " .
Property
meaning of .
what may be taken by sheriff under order of attachment
inventory of by sheriff .
perishable, sale of, by sheriff where plaintiff gives security
appraisement of . ..
restoratitln where bond not given .
not more than one inventory or appraisement allowed L
restoration where debtor gives security ..
liability for delivery to defendant after notice of attachment
sheriff may require security from plaintiff before suing to
recover " .
delivery to defendant where no execution issues ,
Security
perishable property may be sold on plaintiff giving
restoration to debtor in default .
restoration to debtor on his giving .
sale of goods on de(ault .
sheriff may demand before suing for debts or recovery of
property attached .
delivery up by sheriff on lapse of order of attachment .
Supreme Court
































when payable by sheriff on distribution..
Warrant of Attachment
issue of, in division court .
costs of division court bailiff or constable
ABSENTEES FROM ONTARIO
Absentee
who to be deemed
Application to Court
who may make .
order upon .
appeal.................... . .














appointment and powers of .
Trust Company
may be appointed committee of estate
ACCIDENTAL FIRES
Actiob for Damages
when not to lie...... .. .. .. .
saving as to agreements between landlord and tenant
ACCIDENTS
Compensation to Family of Person Killed
see Fatal Accidents .
Factories
notice required to be given . .. . .
Highways




inquest by coroner as to fatal
contracts waiving claims
returns as to .. ..
Workman




Accumulations, when invalid ..
Children's portions, saving as to .
Debts, saving as to . ..
Period during which permitted .. ..





see Crown Administrations .
ADMlNISTRATION OF ESTATES
Executions
seizure and sale of land of intestate
Grant of Letters
see Surrogate Courts .
Jurisdiction and Powers of Supreme Court
see Trustees ..



































































.. 1355, 1356, 1363
Accounts
delivery to clerk of the peace.,
when to be dellvered to auditor
form of '''''''' .
Attorney-General
authority for payment of services rendered under direction of
may direct payment of witnesses from outside Ontario,
Auditor
appointment of, by Lieutenant-Governor, for county.. 1844
audit of certain accounts b)' .. 1344, 1845
powers and duties of 1344.1345
Auditor of Criminal Justice Acconnts
regulations as to audi~ b)' .
duties of , _ ,
may disallow sums improperly allowed
Hoard of Audit
account against count)· to be audited by
how constituted ..
where city concerned ..
remuneration of members .
when to consider account~
report of .
authority of chairman as to evidence.. .. ..
discretion of, in case of arrest of vagrants .
to be notified of items disallowed by Auditor of Criminal Jus-
tice Accounts , .
may allow sum to constable in addition to tariff fees
may direct payment of account deferred .
audit of accounts in connection with civil or criminal justice
Clerk of the Peace
agreement with count)· council all to fees
duties of, at audit. . .
certificate of, as to audit by bor.rd
tariff of fees
Constables
allowances to, for performance of special
advances to, by municipality in cases of
allowance in addition to tariff fee ...
payment of percentage of account
accounts of, to be certified..
tariff of fees
County
expenses to be borne in first instance by
reimbursement of certain expenses by Province
County Treasurer
payment of fees by
Courts
allowance to officers for sittings.. . .





ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE EXPENSES-Continued
Crown Attorney
authority to authorize ~pecial pAyments and advances






fee for attending sittings of county court
payment by Blllnry
tariff of fees .,..
E,·idence
authority of chairman of board of audit as to.
Fees of Officers
who may make rules as to .
in criminial matters .
for li"ervices under other statutes
penalty for overcharging ...
in civil matters, when payable by individuals
when payable by county in first instance ....
Fines


















to be provided by count~·
Gaol Surge<ln



















fee for attending sittings of county court
Indictable Offence
when costs of prosecution to be paid by county.
Interpreter






fee for certificate of previous conviction
Prisonel's
sheriffs fees on removal to or from reformatory, etc..
fee to gaol surgeon for examination of ,..
expenses in connection with prosecutionS,-how borne
Recognizances
cost of collection to be levied over and above.
Sheriff
fee for attending sittings of county court .... " ..
fees on removal of prisoners to and from reformatory
limitation as to application of tariff of fees
mileage,-how ascertained
tariff of fees .
6 INDEX.





payment by county to constables and others' for
re·imburscment of county .
payment out of Consolidated Revenue Fund when rendered in
connection with prosecution .
Toronto, City of
limitation of application of tariff of fees to sheriff of
Vagrants






expenses of trial on .
Witnesses
payment of expenses when coming from outside Ontario
York, County of
limitation of application of tariff of fees to sheriff of..
ADMINISTRATOR
Actions
limitation of time.. .
corroborative evidence required..
Executions Against






. liability for collection of
see Succession Duty .
ADOLESCENT SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
see School Attendance of Adolescents
ADOPTION OF CHILDREN
Adopted Children Register
duty of Registrar.General as to maintaining
Adopting Parents














joint application by husband and wife. 1927
when order not to be made 1927
consent, what required 1928
of husband or wife ".. 1928
dispensing with ... ".......... 1928
when that of parcnt or guardian unnecessary 1928, 1931, 1932
notice to provincial officer 1928




conditions precedent to granting .
imposing terms and conditions .
effect of, rights and Iiabililies.
interim order _ _ _'..
of illegitimate child not affected by legitimation
who may make _._ _ .
rules and regulations as to application for
effect of, on previO:lS adoption . ._._. __ ...,
to be filed with Registrar-General
limitations as to
Alien
order not to be made in ravour of .
Attorney·General
when consent required to application
Court




joint application by .
application by either, consent of other required
Insurance
rights of adopted child.
Interim Order
when to be made
consent
Intestacy
rights of inheritance upon .0'
of adopted child, how pr()pert:.· to devolve
Marriage
consent of adopting parent
Name of Adopting Parent
may be given to adopted child
Non·Resident
rights of adopted, as to succession
Order










































of papers used on application
application for order may be heard
Vital Statistics





















justices of the peace, etc.






see Children of Unmarried Parents 1919





what necessary to validity of sales by mercantile agent 1736,1737
Consignee
advances made in g()OO faith by, .
Delivery









powers of mercantile agent in possession of ._
presumption arising from possession of .
effect of pledge of . .. . .
effect of pledge by mercantik! agl'nt for antecedent debt.
mode of transfer
Endorsement
transfer of documenh of title hy






powers of as to disposition if in possession of goods or docu-
ments of title ._...... . . 1736.1737
revocation of consent of owner, _ purchaser in good faith not
affected by.. 1737
INDEX.
AGENTS, CONTRACTS IN RELAnON TO GOODS IN
POSSESSION OF-Continued
Mercantile Agent-Continued
obtaining possession of documents of' title to goods .
presumption as to consent of owner .
effect of pledge of documents of title .
pledge of goods for antecedent debt .
consideration for sale, what necessary .
agreements made through clerks, etc..... . .
rights of consignea making advances in good faith .
liability of ..
common law powers preserved .
Owner
consent to possession of agent, revocation of .
presumption of consent .. ,
right to recover from agent before sale or pledge ..
or from purchaser not paying in full : ' , ..
Pledge
meaning of .
by agent, validity of ..
of document of title to be pledge of goods. .. .




responsibility of agent to .
Sales
validity of, by agent in possession of goods or documents



























see Consolidated Cheese Factories................................................ . 833
Co·Operati,"e Marketing Loans 828
Department
Minister, appointment and salary....................................... .. 269
deputy minister .. . 773
administration of various Acts..................................................... .773
of certain institutions .. 773
appointment and payment of outside officials 774
annual report 774
Grading and Packing of Fruit
see Fruit Packing 831
High Schools








audit of and report upo~ .
Advisory Board Fo"!' Live Stock
formation of
prescribing duties and powers of.












submission and approval of " 0 792
Constitution
submission and approval of...
Corporate Powers
when Minister ,may ceclare forfeiture of
Oircctors
quorum .
powers as to expenditure " .
continue in office until successors elected
special meeting, how called .
duties as to security given by treasurer.
Elections
to take place at annual meeting..
right of voting .
Fairs and Ell:hibitions
powers as to acquiring sites for, etc.
Farmers' Institutes
formation and constitution of
Forfeiture of Corporate Powers
when Minister may declare.. ,
Incorporation
of certain Associati()ns and Fairs, etc.
Legislative Grant








election of by directors .
non-members may be elected .
vacancies, how filled .






























incorporation of ,......................................................... 795
Ontario Provincial Winter Fair
incorporation of 795
Peninsular Winter Fair
incorporation of '.... 795
Report
submission of at annual meeting""............................................. 793
Societies




formation and construction of.....
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Admission






appointment and duties of..,.... 3995
how composed 3996
payment of ,........ . 3996
Agriculture
instruction to be given in 3994
Animals
instruction to be given as to , ..
Apprenticeship
course of, hours of labour , .., 3995
a]]owance in part liquidation of expenses............................. 3995
may be dispensed with on previous satisfactory eX!1mination 3995
Arboriculture
instruction to be given in .... ,........................................................... 3994
Bequests
acceptance of by government 3996
Building
instruction to be given as to 3994
Certificate of Proficiency
regulations as to . 3995
Cheese and Butter Manufacture
instruction to be given as to , ,. 3994
Chemistry
instruction to be ~iven in "" " ..
College and Farm




instruction to be given as to .
Degrees
affiliation with university ,., ,." , ..
Deputy Minister
to be chairman of advisory board ..
Diplomas
regulations as to ,., ..
Drainage
instruction to be given as to .
Education
what to include .
Equipment













returns as to 3997
Expenditure
return as to .
Experimental Farm
continued , , ,.".... 3994
nature of work 39\}5
publication of results 3995
returns as to, in report to assembly......... .. 3997
Fees
regulations as to 3995
Fencing
instruction to be given as to
Gifts
accep~ance of by government "........ 3996
Graduates
representation on advisory board "..... 3996
Horticulture
instruction to be given in 3994
Hours of Labour
regulation of "........................ ..
Income
returns as to 3997
Instruction
what to include "., '....................................... 3994
returns as to '.' , ' ,.. ,.... 3997
Laboratory
purposes of 3996
gifts to .. . 3996
Minister of Agriculture





~if~o~~s ~~.. :::::: .:::::::::::::.::::::::::::::':::::.~':::::.:: .. : .
Orders in Council
to be laid before Assembly .
President
regulation of hours of labour by .. , '"
appointment and duties of :.
to be member of advisory board
Prop.erty
acceptance and holding of gifts, bequests, etc.
Regulations
what to be provided for by .
as to students .








instruction to be given in
Sessions
to be fixed by order in council
Staff
appointment and duties of
annual return to assembly
Terms and Vacations
to be fixed by Order in Council
nil"ersity
affiliation with ....... .. .... ..
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
Accounts
regulations as to .... ..... ..
Applications for Loans
requirements as to
regulations as to .
Board
establishment of, as body corporate .
duty of : .
documents to be prepared hy . . .
remuneration and expenses .. . .. ..
annual report ...' " ..


































issue of $500,000 by board authorized .
Treasurer of Province may purchase ..
proceeds, application of .
to be secured upon mortgages made to board .
limitation as to amount of issue ..
to be a lawful investment of trustees, etc .
Government may guarantee .
Buildings
basis of valuation ..
insurance of .
Commissioner
appointment of, and transfer of duties and powers of Board to
Department
co-operation with board in assisting borrowers .
Discharges
duty of board as to preparation
Farm Loan Associations
see Farm Loans : .
Instruments
duty of board as to preparation :..
Insurance
life insurance as collateral ..
buildings to be insured to full insurable value ..
Loans
purposes for which board may make .
requirements as to' applicant ..
limitation of amount ._ .
security for .
extent of ..
how to be repayable .
terms of ..
regulations as to .
Mortgages
duty of board as to preparation . ..
form of ..
remedies of board under ..
application of payments .' .
Notices
duty of board as to preparation .
Officers
appointment and remuneration ..
regulations as to .
Qualification Committees
appointment of ..
two members to be farmers ..
directors of farm loan association may be ..
Records










































board to have same as other lenders 779
additional in certain cases .. .. 779
Reserve Fund Account
what to be credited to 780
balance to be transferred monthly to consolidated revenue 780
Short Forms of Mortgages Act
application of ~............................. 779
hort Term Loans
See Farm loans ,...... . 782
Sinking Fund Account
investment of moneys at credit of .... 780
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCE
deposits-Treasurer of Ontario authorized to borrow by re- ..
ceiving 775
investment of funds in loans for agricultural purposes, etc. 775
officers, powers of .. 775
regulations . 775
AGRICULTURAL AND EXPERIMENTAL UNION
continued as body corporate... ...
AGRICULTURAL REPRESENTATIVES
792
appointment and duties ........................~.... . 826
grants, application of ,....................... . . 826
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES
Accounts
submission to inspector ..
Acrobatic Performances
may be prohibited at exhibitions .... ..
Arbitration
upon proposal to organize new society ..
on acquiring lands for sites for fairs, etc..
on dissolution of union societies ..
Auditors
appointment of at first meeting ...
By-Laws
how made, altered and repealed ..
Canadian National Exhibition
special grant to............................. . .
Central Canada Exhibition Association
special grant to .
Companies





























requiring presence of at exhibitions......... 810
duties of 810.
right of access of Dominion and Provincial officers 811, 3287
Directors
election of at first meeting .
appointment of honorary ..
authorizing additional number of .
to be trustees of assets on dissolution of society ..
first meeting of .
powers to be subject to by-laws and regulations ..
to be elected at annual meeting ..
meetings of .
quorum .
special meeting, how called ..
duty and liability as to security by treasurer ..
Dissolution of Society
on failure to hold annual meeting or maintain membership .
del.ivery oyex: of assets to Department ..
umon socIetIes .
...............................................2996, 2997
of directors :..................... 799
Dominion Police
right of access to exhibitions 811.3287
Elections .
who may vote at :................. 811
failure of 812
Executive Committee




power to acquire and hold land for.............................................. 803
special grant where gate receipts affected by weather 807, 808
where to be held ,........................... 809
change of site :..................................................................... 809
withholding prizes on account of fraud 809
horse racing prohibited at.. 808, 809
accommodation for.............................................................................. 809
preservation of peace at............................................ 810
penalty for misconduct at.................................................................. 811
preventing certain shows and performances at 810
gambling at 810
sale of liquor on grounds prohibited , 811
right of access of Dominion and Provincial Police 811, 3287
agreements with municipal corporations as to use of buildings 814
Expenditures
to be reported at annual meeting..... 802
Expropriation
of lands for sites for fairs................................................................ 804
Financial Statement
directors to present at annual meeting....................................... 802
Fi.rms




withholding prizes on account of
Gambling
dut}" of officers as to preventing
powers of constable as to seizing instruments, etc.
Horse Racing
prohibition of at exhibitions
Immoral Shows




duty of officers as to preventing.
powers of constables as to seizing instruments, etc.
Inspection
powers of Minister as to
Lands
powers as to acquiring and holding _._._._ _ '
disposing of
acquiring by expropriation. __ .
joint ownership with corporntion of town or village
LegisJath'e Grant
forfeiture for unauthorized expenditure
for not holding annual meeting
for failure to maintain membership
for non-transmission of report ....
for failure to transmit financjal returns
conditions of payment .,,_,
basis of distribution _ _._
special grants where gatc receipts affected by weather
forfeiture for permitting horse racing ...
Liquor




dissolution on failure to hold
procedure at _ .
for consideration of disposition of real estate
of directors . . ..
qualification of voters
Membership
number necessary for organization
qualification for _ .
how exercised by firms and companies
dissolution if below the requirement
to be reported annually to department
right of voting_.... __
Minister
powers 33 to construction of the Act
















































joint ownership of land or buildings with town or village..
grants from , , .
agreements with for use of buildings .
Name




duty of to give information .
appointment by board , .
election of at annual meeting .
vacancies and illegal elections
Ontario Provincial Police
right of access to exhibitions
Organization
where permissible .
limitations as to distance from other societies
applications for exception .
consent of older societies .
arbitration in case of opposition to application
de~ision of minister... .. _
deposit to cover expenses ..
mode of ..
firms and companies as members ..
qualifications of members .
transmitting declaration to minister .
first meeting . .
election of officcrs _ .
appointment of auditors .
secretary and treasurer ,.. . .
executive committee ..
report of meeting
status of society on receipt of report
on dissolution of a union
Peace
preservation of at exhibitions ..
Penalty
officer making false returns to department
horse racing at exhibitions.. .. ..
trespassers at exhibitions ..
gambling, sale of liquor, etc., at exhibitions
Prizes
withholding payment of on evidence
Provincial Constables
right of access to exhibitions
Reorganization
after dissolution of society
Report
presentation at annual meeting
what to include ..
how dealt with after approval by meeting













































appointment and powers 799
to be a member of committees.. . . 799
Security
treasurer to give...................... . 812
duty of directors as to.... 812
Special Grant
where gate receipts affected by weather 807, 808
Special Meeting
of existing society to consider organization of a new society. 798
how called 803
to consider change of headquarters........ 809
on failure of election..... 812
of directors 812
Theatrical Shows
may be prohibited at exhibitions..................................... .. ...... . 810
Township Societies
dissolution of union .'................................... .. . 805
Union Societies
dissolution of and organization of new societies ..... ........ ......... 805
Western Fair Association
special grant to.................... .. 808
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
Administratire Functions .





no right acquired to access and use.............................................. 1190
ALCOHOL
See Liquor Control......................... 3289
ALGONQUIN NA.TIONAL PARK
superintendent ex-officio medical officer of health... . 3397
see Provincial Parks 866
ALIENS' REAL PROPERTY
aliens to have rights of British subject 1392
descent and devolution 1392
ALIMONY
registration of judgments for 926










tax to be payable on.
Commission




regulations may make .
where admission fee less than 25 ets .
Owncr
meaning of . .
collcction of tax ,... . .
duty as to receiving and destroying tickets .
penalty for non-eollcction
Penalty
for evasion of tax .
for non-eolleetion of tax .
recovery Rnd application..
Place or Amusement
what to be deemed.
Regulations
form of tickets : _........... . .
incre3sing tax and making exceptions .
respecting tickets destroyed ,....... . ..
Tax
payable on admission .
collection .
penalties for evading and not collecting .
regulations may increase or make exception
exception where admission fee less .than 25 cts
Tickets































security to be given by medical school before opening 2021
Bodies
when to be placed under control of inspector. 2018
how claimed by friends, etc 2018
persons dying in houses of refuge and supported by county
council 2018
order of magistrate for delivery to friends.. 201!l
to whom to be delivefed when unclaimed.. 201!l









dut~· of relatives or friends reeel"Jng body as to 2019
body delivered to count~· councillor to be buried at expense
of county... 2019
duty of coroner where no inspector 2020
of unclaimed body _ _.._ 2021
security to be given by medical school for proper interment 2021
Coroners
to give notice to inspector when body found exposed
duty with respect to interment of body
General Inspector
appointment of
Hamilton School of Anato.nl}'
included in term medical schooi
Head of Municipalit}·
duty as to giving notice to inspector when bod~' found
Hospitals for the Insane
Act not to apply to bodies of pl'rsons dyinjZ" in
InspectOfIJ
appointment of __ _ .
right to control of unclaimed dead bodies" .
dut~· as to keeping registers
distribution of subjects b~'
inspection of anatomical room
entries in morgue register
report ·to general inspector.. _..
to gh'e notice of appointment
Lunatic
Act not to ajlply to body of person. d~'ing in provincial
hospitals .
Medical S~hools
what faculties or schools meant by
right to ha"e body delivered to
local school to have preference.
duty as to keeping and preserving body
records to be kept by
inspector ma~' examine
inspector to keep register of
distribution of bodies to _
body not to be delivered to, except on order of inspector
security to be given by
:\Iorgue
bodies sent to be placed under control of inspector ...
keeper to give notice to inspector when body brought to
:\Iunieipal Corporation
. liability of local municipality for expense of interment of UII-
claimed bodies _._ .
Penalties
neglect of duty or contravention of Act _ .



































duty of superintendent when death takes place
register to be kept of bo<lies disposed of
Records
what to be kept by medical school " .
Registers
duty of local inspectors with regard to.....
superintendent of public institution.,
Relath'es
right to claim bodies from inspector
or from medical school .
Security
to be given by medical school
Superintendent
duty as to giving notice of death of inmate of public institution
register to be kept by . . . ..
not to deliver body to medical school except on order of
inspector . . .
ANCILLARY PROBATE
see Surrogate Courts





conveying prisoner to and from reformatory....
delivery of prisoner to, upon production of warrant .
to give and take receipt for prisoner .
Board of Parole




officers not to be interested in ..
to be entered into, in corporate name of inspector
Discharge
when sentence expires on Sunday .




prisoners not to be discharged while suffering from .
Employment
regulations as to .
Fees































ANDREW MERCER REFORMATORY FOR FEMAL:E5-Continued
Female Bailiff
conveying prisoner to and from reformatory......... 4029
Gaols
conveying prisoners from and to ; :........................ 4029
Gratuities
officers not to receive 4031
Indeterminate Sentence
power to impose : :.................. 4029
Illness
person not to be discharged while suffering from.........:.......... 4031
Inspector
meaning of :......................... 4028
suspension of officers by ,.4028,4029
recommending removal of officer......... 4029
making rules as to record of conduct.............................................. 4029
approval of parole............................................................................ 4029
superintendent to be under direction of.. : :........... 4030
not to be interested in contracts... 4030
dealings to be carried on in corporate name of :.. :.. 4031
Labour
means to be furnished for.............................................................. ,(031
Limits
what included in '.' :................ 4031
Liquor
not to be brought into reformatory except under regulation.... 4031
~lental I>efective




not to be brought into reformatory except un?er regulation .. 4031
Officers
appointment of :............. 4028
regulations as to ,.... 4028
suspension and removaL 4028, 4029
not to be interested in contracts : ,.; :.. ,.............................. 4030
Parole
method of ..
regulations as to visiting persons on ..
Penalty
officers interested in contracts ..
giving liquor or narcotic to prisQller.. ..
Prisoners
who may be ..
~~~s~f i~p:i~~n~~~ .~a.~l:::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::.:
officers not to have dealings with : .










ANDREW MERCER REFORMATORY FOR FEMALES-Continued
Reformatory
meaning of .............................. - . 4028
Hegulations
meaning of .




may be for indefinite period not exceeding two years
copy of, sufficient warrant to convey and detain prisoner
expiry on Sunday, discharge on Snturday or Monday
Superintendent
appoin~ment of . .
rccommendation of parole by .
powers and duties of..... . .















prisoner not to be discharged whil~ suffering from..
',",arrant


















prohibition as to hringing into
Contagious Diseases
examinations as to
Destruction of Injured .
Impounding. see Pounds
.Hunicipal By-Laws
prohibiting or regillating keepin~ of ".""". 2835
providing pounds for and prohibiting running at large 2842
prohibiting driving on sidewalks, ~tc.,... ... " 2853,2854
Nuisance
when manner of keeping deemed to be...
Parks. Public
penalty for injuring in
I~rovincial Highways
running at large on
Railways
cattle guards, etc., erection of
damages for injuries to









prohibition as to seIling, from animal affected 3424
APARTMENT HOUSES
Municipal By-Laws
prohibiting or regulating location 2870
APPEALS TO APPELLATE DIVISION
see Judicature...................................................................................... 902
APPEALS TO PRIVY COUNCIL
see Privy Council Appeals 898
APPEALS TO SUPREME COURT
see Dominion Courts ,.. 901
APPOINTMENTS TO OFFICE
Interpretation
to be held during pleasure.... :......................................................... 5
power to make includes power to remove...................................... 8
APPORTIONMENT
Condition of Re-Entry
APPORTIONMENT OF PERIODICAL PAYMENTS
Annuities
includes salaries and pensions ..
to be considered as accruing from day to day ..
when apportioned part to be payable or recoverable ..
Dividends
what to include ..
how deemed to have accrued ..
to be considered as accruing from day to day ..
when apportioned part to be payable or recoverable ..
Income
to be considered as accruing from day to day ..
Insurance Policies
annual sums payable not subject to apportionment .
Payment
when to be made of apportioned part of rent, etc .
Recovery
remedies for ..















APPORTIONMENT OF PERIODICAL PAYMENTS-Continued
Rent
what to include .
to be considered as accruing from day to day ..
when apportioned part to be payable or recoverable ..








sec Minimum Wage ..........3494, 3497
ARBITRATION
Action
stay of, on application of party.to submission 1120
Appeals
when to lie and to what court 1122
transmission of evidence, etc., to central office. 1122
statement where arbitrators proceed on view or special know-
ledge 1122
notice to produce original books, etc. 1125
















appointment of by court or judge
Arbitrator
appointment of by court on default by party_... 1120
powers of 1121
remission of matters to by court . 1121
misconduct, removal for 1121
setting aside award. 1121
fees, what may be charged , 1123
taxation , ,.. ,............ . , 1123, 1124
demanding extortionate fees. 1124
Award
correction of clerical mistakes or err,ors in ..
enlargement of time for making .
time within whieh to be made .....
setting aside for misconduct of arbitrator
enforcement of . ..
arbitrator may state in form of special case .
appeals from, when to lie _ .
statement of arbitrator proceeding on view or special know-
ledge ., ,............ . ..
application to set aside .
when to be made . ..
costs .. . . .
limitation of action upon ..
Central Office
transmission of evidence to, where appeal taken
Comnlission .
taking evidence by... . ..
Costs
fees of arbitrators, what may be allowed
agreement as to . .










meeting, where no proceedings taken .
taxation .. .
discretion of taxing officer. . .
what counsel fees allowable
appeal .
of orders, discretion as to .: .
directions as to, where award set aside
Crown
payment of award out of consolidated re\'enue fund .
application of Act. to . .
Court
stay of legal proceedings by....... .. _
appointment. of arbitrator or umpire by .
enlarging time for making award .
remitting matters for reconsideration by arbitrator .
misconduct of arbitrator, power to remove .
setting aside award for .
enforcing award by leave of .
special case for opinion of
stating special case on question of law




















































permitting production of copies in lieu of originals
production of originals on appeal or motion to set aside
Errors
powers of arbitrators as to correcting .
Evidence
powers to administer oath .
issue of subpoena . _ __ .
taking de bene esse or under commission .
transmission to central office if appeal ~ken .
order for production of prisoner for examination_ .
permit.ti:tg production of copies of documents in lieu of
originals .. . .
production of originals on appeals or motions to set aside .
application of general law .
Exhibits
transmission of, to Central Office on appeal
use of copies in lieu of originals ..
notice to produce on appeal or motion to set aside award.
Fees
of arbitrators .
agreement as to payment of .
of witnesses .
where no proceedings at meeting
taxation of, and appeal .
penalty for extortion by arbitrator .















power of arbitrators as to administering
Official Referee
who to act where submission provides for reference to
Penalty




court may remit matters for
Rules of Court
application to order or commission for taking evidence












stating award in form of












ImplIed prOVISIOns In ,
who to act where reference to be to official referee ..
stay of proceedings after.
appointment of arbitrator or umpire by eourt ..
powers of arbitrator under
Valuators
appointment of by court or judge
View










what fees may be taxed























keeping and auditing of 2091
Association
continued 2086




Appointment of, by council
Board of Examiners
appointment of 2088
by-law fixing remuneration 2088
By-Laws
powers of council to pass 2088
Candidate
admission to membership 2088,2089
fees of 2088
application for membership............................................................ 2089
Casting Vote




election by ballot ..
qualification for membership .
term of office ..
vacancies .
proceedings where election disputed .
election of president and officers : ..
meetings .
casting vote .
payment of members ..
by-laws, powers as to ..
funds, how to be dealt with " .
accounts and audit ..
Discipline
powers of council as to 2088, 2089
Examination
powers of council as to ".......................................................... 2088
False Certificate
penalty for making 2090
Fees
powers of council as to 2088
recovery of 2090
General Register









to fill vacancies in council . 2087
when and where to be held 2087
summoning 2087
who to preside 2088
quorum 2086, 2088
Membership
of the association .
"by-laws of Council as to admission to ..
qualified classes of .
who may be admitted to
application for ..
Notices
sending by registered post
what to be deemed proper address
Officers
appoin~ment of. by council
remuneration of
Ontario Association of Architects
"association" means ...
Penalt)·
wrongful use of title of registered architect.. ...
registrar falsifying register .
procuring registration by fraud .
giving false certificates as to work or value


















not to hold office for more than two years in succession..
to preside at meetings .





power to hold and dispose of
Registered Architects
who may be .
penalty for wrongful use of title
Registrar
appointment of, by council
when meetings may be summoned by
Registration
register, how to be kept..
penalty for using title without.. .. .
punishment of registrar for falsifying register .
procuring by fraud .


























appointment by council 2087
Vice-President
election of 2087
presiding in absence of president.................................................. 2088
Witness Fees




to rank as deputy head 849
Bureau of Archives
name changed to D2partment of Public Records and Archives 849
Department
objects of .. 850
Documents




powers of Minister of Mines 615
ARREST OF FRAUDULENT DEBTORS
see Fraudulent Debtors Arrest........................................................ 1260
ART COLLEGE
see College of Art 4004
ART SCHOOLS
see Vocational Education 3928
ARMS
Sale of
see Offensive Weapons ",.................................. 3544
ASHES
Highways
penalty for throwing on 3263
Municipal By- Laws
establi3hing system for removal of 2862
ASSEMBLY
representation in, see Representation 65



















for damages against municipal officers .. _, ,....................... 3096
Administrator
assessment of, for undistributed income of estate 3005
entry on roll of lands held by.. 3022
Affida\'its
who may take 3095
Agcnt
of non-rcsident, assessment of, for income ".._... 3005-
assessment of, for undistributed income frOln estate 3006
Agricultural Society
property of, exempt from taxation .....2996, 2997
Alien
statenlcnt as to, in assessment roll 3013
Apllea)s
from by-law exempting farm lands from certain eXPendi-
tures 3025, 302&
to court of re\'ision and county judge, special provision for in
cities 3036, 3036, 3037
court of revision __ .. 3036, 3037, 3038
from court of revision to judge 3042,3043
judge to municipal board re telephone companies 3045
where large amounts involved 3045
municipal board and judge to divisional court. .. __ ._3046, 3047
Arrears of Taxes on Land
distress and Stile for. See Distress and Sale.
statement by township and village treasurers to county
trcasurcr ' ' 3064, 3065
where changes made in municipal boundarics _............. 3065
all to form one charge on land................... 3065
who to receive paYlnent after return of collector's roll... 3065
list of lands three years in arrears to be furnished to clerk 306&
return to clerk as to, on occupied lands, etc...... 3067
when occupied lands or lands built upon may be sold 3067, 3068
penalty for neglect to preserve lisc.............................................. 3068
apportionment of, on subdivision of land assessed in block....:.. 3068
books to be kept by county treasurer, as to 3069
percentage, what may be added to.. __ 307()
proceedings for sale of land for 3070, 3071
distress, duties of treasurer before selling land. 3072
issue of debentures on credit of.. _ 3088
See Tax Sales.
Assessment
taxes to be levied equally on all .
liability of real property and income .
notice of, to persons assessed .
enquiries to prevent creation of false votes
time for taking in cities, towns and villages
of land annexed to city, town or village.. _
township by-laws for taking of , , .
county by-laws for taking in towns, townships and villages ..
power of judge, municipal board and divisional court to re-
open whole question of _ .
power of court of revision, county judge, etc., to determine
legality of or exemption from................... . .
equalization of .. .
penalty for fraudulent or unjust............... ...





last revised. meaning of ,., , ,., , ".. 2994
preparation and particulars 3011.3012
owner and tenant to be bracketed 3012
entry of names of husband or wife of person rated 3012
deceased person. entry of representatives of,.............................. .. 3012
non-residents, entry of land of.. ,................................ 3012
births and deaths, enquiry as to ,..................................... 3013
form and contents of 3013-3015
variation of form of. in cities and towns.. 3015
entry of husband or wife of person rated on separate roll in
cities 3015.3016
of lands of non-residents in townships of York. Scar-
borough and Etobicoke : ,....... 3016
en bloc in municipality compo ed of more than one town-
ship 3016
of farmers' sons .. .. 3017
of persons qua:ified to vote at Provincial elections 3017,301
separate school supporters..... .. . 3018
time for completion of................................................................... 3031
delivery of. to clerk................................. .. .. 3031
correction of errors in..... 3032
correction of omission to assess land. income or business 3032, 3033
penalty for wrongfully inserting names in ..... ,.................... .. 3033
special provisions as to return and revision of in cities, towns
and villages 3034
complaints to court of revision as to errors or omissions in 3038.3089
correction of palpable errors in by court of revision ,.......... 3041
alteration of, to meet decisions of court of revision 3042
how far binding when passed by court of revision 3042
certified copy of, to be evidence................. 3042
production of, on appeals from court of revision....................... 3044
statement of case not to affect revision of 3047
transmission to county clerk of summariz~d statement.... 3048
penalty for neglect... ..., ,........ .. ,.......................... 3048
penalty for neglect to make. out and complete 3092
ssessol's
requisitions by, for information .
not bound by returns .. . .
not to communicate information ..
penalty.................................................. ' ..
penalty for not furnishing information to .
duties as to preparation of asses ment rolls ..
appointment of others on neglect of duty by ..
penalty for failure to perform duties .. .
for making unjust or fraudulent asse ment ..
for neglect to make out roll .
Assignee
distress for taxes on goods in possession of .
notice of taxes, where goods in possession of ..
Bank
by-laws for payment of taxes into .
Barton, Township of
assessment of unoccupied land of non-residents
sales of land for arrears of taxes in................. . ..
conduct of tax sales by officers of........... ..... .. ..
Battle Sites





















collection of arrears of taxes in.
Births
enquiry by assessor as to
Boundary Lines
assessment of pipes, poles, wires, etc., on
Bo}'s' Home
exempt from taxation .
Bridges








statement ns to, in assessment roll 3013.
Buildings
assessment of, separate from land ..
principle of , , ..
for obtaining minerals, exempt..
Burying Ground
exempt from taxation. .. .. , .




























Business Assessment ., . ,3000-3004
of persons carrying on more than one business on same
premises . .
ease of manufaeturcr carrying on busincss as retailer
minimum ,.... . .
where business and residence in same building .
farmer, gardener, n'lrseryman not liable for .
friendly society, subordinate lodge of, not liable .
personal liability only for : .
of persons occupying mineral lands .
case of omission to assess for ..
liability for taxes on, in ease of death or change of residence
Cemetery
exempt from taxation......................... . .
land acquired for, not exempt until enclosed and used..
Charitable Institution
exempt from taxation ..








penalty for failure to perform duties
Collector
roll of, clerk to make out, form and contents
certificate of clerk to .



















alteration of, to comply with changes made in assessment
roll . .
by-law requiring payment into office of .
notice of taxcs to residents and non-residents .
time for return of roll by .
requirement as to paying over taxes to treasurer
oath of, on return of roll.. . .
emplovment of other persons on failure of _.
account of unpaid taxes by, to treasurer
when to be credited with unpaid taxes
adding arrears of taxes to roll ..
security to be given by _ _ __
penalty for failure to rerform duties .
proceedings to compe payment over by .
distress by sherifi' on goods and chattels of .
bonds to apply to moneys collected for county purposes
Commission
assessment of municipal, sclling electrical appliances
supplying water, light, etc., on operating railway .
Concentrators





issue of fi. fa. to, on default of sheriff to levy from collcetol'
Corporations













appeals from court of revision to .
appeals from, to municipal board .
appeal to divisional court on question of law .
stating of special case...
power to re-open assessment....... ..... ..
to de~rmine legality of, or exemption from assessment _ .
Court House
exempt from taxation .
Court of Revision
special provisions as to holding in cities, towns and villages.. 3034
time for closing where county by-laws fix time for assessment 3036
constitution of . 3036, 3037
oath of members ,.... .. .. . 3038
municipal clerk to.be clerk of 3038
meetings for trial of complaints... 3038
administration of oaths by............................................... 3038·
penalty for failure to attend as witness"................. 3038
complaints, proceedings for trial of 3038
posting up list of................. 3039'
publication of sittings of............... 3040·
notice to persons complained of...... 3040·
correction of palpable errors by 3041
time for completion of 3042:
power to open whole question of assessment..... 3042'
alteration of roll to meet decisions of.................... 3042'
roll, how. far binding when passed by..:................. 3042:





collection of arrears of laxes in...
Crown
interest of. in property exempt . .
assessment of land in which Crown has interest
interest of, not to be sold for laxes ..
Damages
right of action against officers in addition to penalty
Deaths
enquiry by assessor as 10 ..
Debentures
Act not to affect provisions for collection of interest on county
on credit of arrears of taxes .
Deceased Persons
assessment of representatives .
Deeds
of land sold for taxes. See Tax Sales
Dependentll
exemption allowance for .
Discount
on punctual payment of taxes .
on payment of taxes in advance.
Distress of Sale
for recovery of taxcs .
whcrc taxes a lien on land .
case of vacant land in city or town
where taxes not a lien on land.......
case of goods in possession of warehouseman, assignee, etc.
goods exempt from execution .
levy of taxes under warrant .
costs of and penalty for overcharge.
notice by collector where goods under seiwre by sheriff or
bailiff . .
duty of treasurer before selling land
Dividends
included in income , .
return by corporation as to shareholders receiving.
Di\·i.sional Court
appCals to from municipal board .
statement of case for opinion of .
power to reopen assessment. .
to determine legality of, or exemption from assessment. .
Dwelling Houses
by-laws partially exempting, from taxation .
exemption of those owned and occupied by returned soldiers....
Electrical Appliances
assessment of property of municipal commission selling.
Electric Railway
business assessment of ..
where and how property of, to be assessed .
assessment of structures, rails, tics, poles, etc .











































appointment of county valuators to value land . .
annual examination of rolls by count)' councils for purpose of
appeals from decision of council .
to divisional court .
omission of clerk to send roll not to affect .
striking of county rates on ..
Etobicokc. Township of
assessment of lands of non-residents in..
mode of selling lands for taxes in











assessment of, for undistributed income from estate.













what to be . ' .
not to affect assessment for local improvements .
of salaries of certain court officers . .
assessment of persons exempted from income, on request
of land after transfer or cesser of .
premiums or assessments of insurance companies .
of farm lands from certain expenditures
Act not to affect by-laws and agreements granting
Exhibition Buildings
of companies exempt from taxation.....
Farm Lands
by-law exempting from taxation for certain expenditures... 3025
appeals to county judge from by-law 3025
by-law exempting buildings used for farming purposes.. 3024
Farmer
income from farm exempt
not liable for business assessment
.'arml'rs' Sons
entry of, on assessment roll .






business assessment of agent for , .









~~~~d\no:teei~:et~o't liable ·to..b~~i~~~~··~;.;;;e·s~;;;~~t::··· 29963003
Gaol
exempt from taxation : .
Garden










assessment of pipe lines for transmission of .
'Gas Wells
minimum assessment on income from
General Words




income of, exempt from taxation
Gratuity
exemption when derived from Imperial Treasury
when granted for personal services n ••••• " ..
Guardians
entry on roll of lands held by ....
Heat
assessment of propcrt)· of persons supplying .
High Schools
exempt from taxation .
Highway
exempt from taxation .
Horticultural Society or Assodation
property of, exempt from taxation
Uospitals
exemption of public ., , ,. . .
land used for farming purposes by public

































liability to assessment 2995
exemptions .. , , 2995-2998
su'rplus funds of Friendly Societies 2996
income from gift. to charitable institution or public hospital 2996
Governor-General and Lieutenant-Governor 2997
officers and members of army and navy 2997
farmer from farm , ,.......... 2997
dividends from stock in incorporated company whose income
is assessable . .
personal earnings, pensions, gratuities .
person over sixty years of age and widows and for depend-
ents . . ,.. , .
rent from real estate. . ~
certain officers of Superior Courts ~
assessment of exempted, on request .
assessment on, who liable ..
for year ending 31st December last






of agent or trustee of non-resident 3005
of undistributed, from estate . 3005
trustee required to retain sufficient to pay taxes 3005
penalty for not doing 3005,3006
assessment of telephone and telegraph companies on gross.... 3006
returns by employer as to income of employees........................ 3009
form of, return as to 3009
declaration as to, in cities 3010
return by trustees, etc., as to, received for resident principals 3010
assessment of, from mine 3023
case of omission to assess 3033
li'lbility for taxes on, in case of death or change of residence 3053
Index Book
assessor to be guided by in, entering Roman Catholic Separate
School supporters . .
Indians




exempt from taxation .
Insurance Company
meaning of .
rremiums or assessments not assessable.
Interest .
on mortgages not exempt .
Joint O"'ners
assessment of lands of
Land
what to include . ..
assessment of, after cesser of exemption .
list of patented or located to be furnished to elerks
where and against whom to be assessed 3020,
of trustees, guardians, etc .
of railway.company .
in which Crown has interest .
assessment, at actual value . .
to be separate from buildings ..
minimum assessment of mineral .
assessment of where held for park, lawn, garden, etc....




assessment of, when used in connection with residence
Legisla th'e Franchise
designation of persons qualified to vote at Provincial elections
Lieutenant·Go\·ernor
income of, exempt from taxation
Light


























part of premises used for retail
ASSESSMENT-Continued
Liquidator
distress for taxes on goods in possession of
Literary Institution






















taxation of those belonging to municipal electric railway.. 3027
Military Sen-ice
exemption of income of members.. . .




exemption of and of buildings, plant and machinery for obtain-
ing .. . ,._ .
Mineral Lands
minimum assessment of .
business assessment of persons occupying .
Mine
assessment of income from
limit of income tax payable
Mortgages
interest on, not exempt .
Municipal Corporation
property of, exempt from taxation
Municipal Franchise
entry of names of husband or wife of person rated
. letters M.F.N.C. . .
::'!Iuskoka
tax sales by officers of towns in ..
Na\'al Sen-icc
exemption of income of members .
pensions granted to members of
Non-residents
entry of land on assessment roll in townships_ .
against whom land of to be assessed....
when tenant of land deemed to be owner....
Notil:es




















not liable for business assessment , ' .
Oaths
administration of '.. , , , .
by court of revision ..
Officers
responsibility of , , ..
security by , .
penalty for neglect to perform duties ..
Oil
assessment of pipe lines for transmission of .
Oil Wells
minimum assessment on income from .
Orphan A )'Ium
exempt from taxation , ..
Owner
bracketed with tenant on roll ,............ .. ..
against whom lands of resident to be assessed ..
Park
assessment in connection with residence ..
land used for exempt ..
Parry Sound
tax sales by officers of towns in " ..
Partnerships
place of assessment of income ..
Patented Lands
county treasurer to furnish list to clerks of municipalities ., ..
Pelee Island, Township of
date of return of collector's roll in ..
Penalty
recovery and application of .
of damages in addition to .
Pensions
exemptions of when derived from Imperial Treasury
members of military, naval and air force in
great war .




exemption of income from .
person over 60 years of age and widow
for dependents , , .. .
Petroleum ~Iineral Rights
assessment of, when reserved .. .
Pipes and Poles



































exemption of returned soldiers from payment of.
Provincial Elections
entry on roll of person qualified to vote at
Provincial Taxes
provision for assessment and collection of
payment over to Treasurer of Ontario....
Pro,-isional Judicial Districts
tax sales in . .
Public Commission




exempt from taxation . .
!arm lands owned bv when exempt _._ _ .




exempt from taxation . .
notice to be given to supporters, as to assessment
Public Squarc






















assessment of land vested in municipal corporation or commis-
sion 3027
exception as to buildings, machinery, works, etc..... 3027
Railway and Municipal Board
appeals to re assessment of telephone companies..
appeals to from court of revision ..
appeals from to divisional court .
power to re-open assessment. .
determine legality or exemption from assessment..
Railways
- entry of lands of, on roll .
Railways, Steam
annual statement by, to clerk . .
principle of assessment of . .
structures, sub-structures, etc., on lands of not assessable .
exemption from other assessments
quinquennial assessment of ..
Rateable Propcrty
meaning of direction to levy rates on
Rates
to be levied equally on all assessments .













time for, on tax sale ..
Redemption Money
application of, by treasurer ; .
Registered Friendly Society
income from surplus funds of exempt from taxation
Rent
exempt from taxation ..
Restaurant
business assessment of . ..
ta:'Cation of those belonging to municipal electric railway .
Retail lerchant
business assessment of manufacturer carrying on business as
Retiring Allowance
exemption of income from .
Returned Soldiers
exemption of dwelling houses owned and occupied by
by-law exempting, from payment of poll tax ..
Returns
by persons assessable to assessor .
form of, as to income .
by corporations as to shareholders ..
by employers as to employees .
by trustees as to income of resident principals ..
assessor not bound by .
information to be confidential .
penalty for divulging .
penalty for neglect to make .
for making false statement ..
Roman Catholic Separate School Supporters
entry of on roll .
notice of assessment to .
Rural Route lail Number
entry of on roll ..
Sampling Plant
on mineral land e.xempt ..
Scarborough, Township of
assessment of lands of non-residents in ..
mode of selling lands for taxes in ..
collection of arrears of taxes in .
School Census
assessor to make list of children between certain ages .
indication of parents as public or separate school supporters ..
Scientific Institution
property of exempt from taxation .
Seminaries of Learning
exempt from taxation .
Separate Schools









































conduct of tax sales by, in Parry Sound 3086
warrant for compelling payment over by collector 3092
neglect or refusal of. to make levy under 3092
summons of, before Supreme Court......... . 3092, 3093
issue of fl. fa. to coroner to levy on goods 3093
warrant to. to enforce payment of county taxes 3094
Soldiers
exemption of pensions of .
dwelling houses owned and occupied by returned
from poll tax . . .
Stamford, Township of




business assessment of ._ .
where and how pl"Operty of. to be assessed.
Supervised Car Park
business assessment of . . .





















taxation of those belonging to municipal electric railway..
Taxes
levied equally on all assessments 2995
recovery of by action 3052
liability for. on income or business in case of death. 3053
payment of by tenant 3053
provincial _ _.._.......................................................... 3053
duties of collector as to 3055
notice to residents and non-residents 3055.3056
by-laws requiring payment in lo office of treasurer or collector 3057
for payment by instalments 3057
payment into chartered bank 3058
payment in advance and discount 3057
distress and sale for recovery. See Distress and Sale
notice of, where goods under seizure .
errors in notices, not to affect recovery of
reduction or remission by court of revision ..
account of unpaid, by collector to treasurer..
when not sufficient distress on land .
collector to be credited with unpaid .
deficiencies in rates, making up of .
proceedings to compel collector to pay over.
collection of provincial .
payment over of county, to county treasurer.
Tax Sales
what and when lands may be sold .
warrant for sale .. .
by-law extending time for .
not affected by neglect of treasurer to distrain










division of counties, etc., into tax sale districts 3073
adjournment of 3073
adjournment on failure of sale for full amount of taxes 3074
purchase by municipalities at . .. . 3074
mode of conducting in townships of York, Scarborough, Etobi-
coke and Barton _.......... 3075
where purchaser fails to pay purchase money __ .... .. 3075
Crown, interest of not to be sold _... . .. . 3075
unpatented land, limit of purchase in free grant districts. 3076
sale of interest of tenant of municipal property 3076
collection of other rates not affected _ 3076
certificate of treasurer to purchaser . 3076
purchaser deemed owner for certain purposes 3077
redemption money, tender of to treasurer......... ..... 3077
redemption, time for _..... 3078
searches for encumbrancers and notice to.. 3078
deed, execution and delh'ery of 3079
when deemed to be bind ing 3080
im'alid sale, adjustment of damages on 3081
contracts between tax purchaser and original owner not
affected 3084
rights of owner in po session at time of sale......... .. 30 4
in cities, towns and certain to'\\'11ships 3085
in provisional judicial districts 3086
county by-law conferring power on to\\'11ships and villages to
conduct _ 3086
borrowing on credit of land purchased at .. .. 30 9
in new municipalities 30 9,3090
where land annexed to city or separated to\\'11 3090,3091
Telegraph Company
business assessment of 3002
as essment on gross receipts in city, to'\\'11, village or polke
village 3007
on mileage in to'\\'11ships .. 3007
plant used exclusively for steam railways exempt 3007
what wires not to be assessed 3007
exempt from other assessments . 3007
assessment of poles and wires on township boundaries 3007
returns by, to Provincial Secretary..................................... . 300
Telephone Company
meaning of 2994
business assessment of 3002
plant used exclusively for steam railways exempt......... .. 3007
assessment on gross receipts in city, town, village or police
village .. 3006
on mileage in townships . 3006
of lines of local systems. 3006
what wires not to be assessed . 3006
exempt from other assessments . 3007
assessment of poles and wires on township boundaries 3007
returns by to Provincial Secretary.......................................... 3008
appeal to municipal board re asse sment of 3045
Tenant
includes occupant 2994
bracketed \vith owner on roll 3012
payment of taxes by........................................................................ 3053
liability of goods to distress for taxes 3058







business assessment of .
where and how property of, to be assessed.
Treasurer
security to be given by .
penalty for failure to perform duties : .
payment over of moneys collected for Province .
bonds to apply to moneys collected for county purposes .
of to apply to Provincial taxes and school moneys .
liability of corporation for default of : , .
Trustee
of non-resident, assessment of for income .
assessment of, for undistributed income from estate" .




description of on roll when subdivided .
limit of right of distress for taxes on .
Warehouseman
goods in possession of not liable to distress for taxes
"'arrant
for sale of lands for taxes ..
Water
assessment of property of persons supplying .
Wires
assessment of on boundary lines .
Witness
penalty, for non-attendance at court of revision .
Woodlands
exemption from taxation
what to include .
Worship
place of, exempt freun taxation
York, Township of
assessment of lands of non-residents in
mode of selJing lands for taxes in .
collection of arrears of taxes in
ASSIGNMENT OF BOOK DEBTS
see Book Debts, Assignment of .































against assignee for removing assets out of Ontario or neg-
lecting to deposit proceetls in bank. : : 1685
!XDEX.
ASSIGNMENTS AND PREFERENCES BY INSOLVENTS--
Continued
Agreements







not to be removed from Ontario without order of judge
proceeds of to be deposited in bank by assignee .


















































must be a permanent resident of Ontario .
not to delegate his duties to non-resident. .
substi.tuting. another person for sheriff or (or person named
In assignment , , .
such. person must be residept in county where basiness car-
ried on _ _............... ...
changing or appointing additional assignee by order of judge
death of _ .
effect of change on estate...... . ..
registration of resolution or order appointing
exclusive rights of , .
rights of creditor on neglect to act .
right to follow property fraudulently transferred
dut» as to publishing and registering assignment......
penalty for neglect ..... ..... . ..
judge'S order enforcing registration and publication
duty as to ascertaining claims of ereditol'S .
meetings of creditors, calling first meeting
subsequent meetings on requisition of creditors
casting Yote at . .
powers as to cl'editors holding security..
application fol' order limiting time for proof of claim
protection in distnbution of assets ..
pl'oceedings on notice by assij:t1lor disputing claim.
duty as to assets and deposit of proceeds in bank
penalt». . ..
lmprisonment in default of pa}'n1ent of penalty
duty as to keeping accessible accounts, statements, etc.
application of law of set off in a('tions for debts by....
pa)'ment of dividends by, time for .
application of provisions of Creditors' Relief Act as
tl'ibution of money and determination of claims
remuneration of, how fixed .
percentage which may be retained. in lieu of
what payments may be made to inspectors
Assignment for General Benefit of Creditors
release of debtor from custody may be conditional on making
transactions made within sixty da»s before to be void .
presumption as to intent , .
when not to be deemed fraudulent .
to whom to be made . ..
when and how far, void as against subsequent assignments ..
description of propert» in, what sufficient .
effect of .. .. , ..
ranking of claims where debtor owes both as indh'idual and as
partner "....................... . .
changing assignee .
right of assignee to follow property fraudulentl)· transferred
precedence oYer attachments, judgments, etc.
48 IN!)EX,
ASSIGNMENTS AND PREFERENCES BY INSOLVENTS-
Continued
Assignment for General Benefit of Creditors-Continued
amendment of by judge .
publication of notice of .. . "..
registration of ."....................... . .









ranking of claims for individual and partnership debts of........ 1677
liability not affected by failure of creditor to value security.... 1683
by lapse of time for proof of claim.......... 1683
contestation of claim at instance of.................................. 1684
right to intervene in action by creditor on contestation 1685
examination of 1687
of office and employees , ,...... 1687
of persons ha"'ing c'lstody of books, documents, etc. .. 1687,1688
order for imprisonment for non-attendance unsatisfactor.)'
answers or disclosure of fraud..... 1688
Attachments
assignment to have precedence ever 1679
Books
. production of on examination..
Chattel Mortgages
renewal when held by assignee 1716
1674
Claims
how ranked where debtor owes as individual and as a partner 1677
creditor must prove wbere right to vote disputed...... 1681
valuation of any security held. . 1682
order barring claim, as against estate, on failure to value 1683
how proved 1683
barred if not proved within time limited by order of judge.. 1683
proof of before accrued due.. ....... ,........ 1683
contestation of ., 1684
application of law of set off... ... 1685
application of provisions of Creditors' Relief Act 1686
Cogno"'it Actionem
when void as against creditor....
Confession of Judgment
~hen void as against creditor,.. 1674
Con"'e)'ances
right of assignee as to suing for rescission of 1678
Creditor
right to follow proceeds of estate after distribution ...... 1506
when confessions of judgment, etc., given by insolvent void
as against " , , 1674
what dispositions of property by debtor to be void as against 1674
when to include surety and endorser.. 1675
what consent required to assignment to persons other than
sheriff . , :.. 1675
transfer of consideration for sale to, when void........ 1676
right to have security given in consideration of void payment
returned . ,.... 1676
advances to enable debtor to continue business, when valid ... 1676
leave to take proceedings in name of assignee................. 1678
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right to follow property fraudulplItly transferred....... 1678
distribution of its proceeds under execution 1679
obtaining it when not seizable under execution.... 1679
not to obtain advantage on account of mistake in assignment 1679
meetings 1681, 1682
appointment of inspectors by................................................ 1681
valuin~ securities 1682
revaluing securities 1682
default in valuing securities, bar of claim as against estate on
order of judge .
proof of claim by .
order limiting time for proof of claim .
right to prove claim before accrual ..
contestation of claim by assignee ..
duty of assi~nee as to preparation of accounts and state-
ments for , .
notice to be given of preparation of dividend sheet.. .
fixing remuneration of assignee ..
resolution fixing remuneration of inspectors ..
Creditor' Relief Act
application of on discovery of proceeds of property fraudu-
lently transferred ..
application of provisions as to distribution of money and




waiver of preference of claim for estreated bail by ..
Debtor
what payments and other transactions void as against credi-
tors .
not prevented from providing for payment of wages
advances to by creditor to keep up business, when valid ......
Debts
appli~ati~n of law ?f set off . .
exammatlOn of assignor as to ..
Distribution
protection of assignee under Trustee Act .
application of provisions of Creditors' Relief Act as to
Dividend
time for payment of ..
preparation of dividend sheet and notice to creditors
inserting percentage for remuneration of assignee
Documents
production of on examination .
Endorser
for what purpose to be deemed a creditor of principal debtor
Equitable Execution





















ASSIGNMENTS AND PREFERENCES BY INSOLVENTS-
Continued·
Examination of Assignor and Others
resolution requiring . .
where to take place " .
officers and employees of assignor ..
scope of _ .
production of documents on..
procedure .
persons having custody of books and documents of assignor....
committal of assignor for refusal to attend, unsatisfactory
answers or or, evidence of fraud. .. .
persons other than assignor refusing to attend or answer
Execution
when confession of judgment, etc., ineffectual in support or
property exempt from, not to pass under assignment.
seizin~ property fraudulently transferred by .
application of Cn·clitors' Relief Act in such cases .....
assignment to take precedence of when not completely exe·
cuted by payment .
Execution Creditor
lien for costs, preservation of
Fraudulent Debtor
release may be conditional on making assignment ......
Fraudulent Transactions
exclusive right of assignee as to suing for rescission of..
rights of creditor on assignee's neglect to act .
proceedings for recovery of property or transfer of proceeds
r'raudulent Transfer
what to be deemed .
Garnishee Order
assignment to have precedence pver .
Haliburton, Provisional County of
registration of assignments made in
Insolnnt
what disposition of property ,"oid as against creditors
when confession of judgment, etc., void as against creditor...
Inspectors
appointment of , , , .
vacancies, how filled .
not to purchase assets of assignor .
right as to requiring payment of dividends .
fixing remuneration of assignee .
remuneration of, authority for paying .
Interest

































means judge of the county or district court
when disqualified who to ac1.. .....
Judgment
when confession of judgment, el.e., ineffectual











description of property in assignment must satisfy.................... 1677
Lease
forfeiture on making assignment not to be relieved against.... 1940
preferential lien of landlord.......................................................... 1945












for proof of claim by creditor, order of judge .
:\Ieetings of Creditors
calling 1681
yoting at 1681, 1682
casting vote 1682
right of creditor proving claim before accrual to vote............. 1683
:\Ione)'s
duty of assignee as to depositing in Bank ..
Kegotiable Instruments
persons secondarily liable thereon considered as creditors .
valuation of, as securi ies when proving claim ..
Kotke of Assignment
duty of assignee as to publication of .
liability of assignee for not publishing .
sheriff's right to payment of costs before advertising .
order of judge enforcing publication .
omission to publish not to invalidate .
Partnership
ranking of claims \vhere assignor owes as individual and as
partner ..
Pafmimt
when void as against creditors 1674
right of creditor to return of security.... . 1676
protection of creditor receiving until security returned... ..... 1676
Penalt)·
. assignee not publishing or registering assignment . 16 0
failing to call meeting as requested .. 1681
removing assets from Ontario or not depositing proceeds in
bank 16 5
imprisonment in default of payment 1685
assignor not attending for examination or making unsatisfac-
tory answers 16 8
persons other than assignee neglecting to attend for examina,
tion or to make disclosure.... 16 8
Preference
when to be void as against creditors . 1674
what disposition of property to be prima facie deemed unjust
and within what time.............................................................. 1675
Production of Documents
on examination of assignor and others 1687
Property
what transfers of void as against creditors ...... 1674
description of in assignment, what sufficient....... 1677
following proceeds where fraudulently transferred 1678
not to be removed from Ontario \vithout order of judge. 1685
proceeds of to be deposited in bank by assignee ...... .. . 16 5
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protection of sales or payments made to...................................... 1676
Receiver
assignment for general benefit of creditors to take precedence
of order appointing by way of equitable execution........ 1679
Registration
of assignment for general benefit of creditors 1677, 1680
of resolution or order appointing new assignee........................ 1678
liability of assignee for neglect.................................................. 1680
judge's order enforcing 1680
omission not to invalidate assignment........ 1680
sufficiency of, without complying with Bills of Sale Act........ 1709
Registry Act
description of property in assignment must satisfy................ 1677
Security
right of creditor to return of, if payment declared void........ 1676
protection of creditor receiving payment until return of.......... 1676
bona fide substitution of one for another protected.................. 1676
for pre-existing debt, when valid 1676
cre~itors to give p~rticul~rs of and value in proof of claim 1682
aSSignor may reqUire assIgnment of 1682
revaluing after maturity and non-payment 1682
order barring claim, as against estate, on failure to value.... 1683
Set Off
application of law as to 1686
Sheriff
assignments may be made to 1675
when creditors may substitute another assignee for.................. 1677
right to payment of costs before acting under assignment...... 1680
Statements
duty of assignee as to preparing and keeping accessible to
creditors 1685
Statistics
returns to Minister of Agriculture 1709, 1719
Surety
for what purpose to be deemed a creditor of principal debtor.. 1676
Trustee Act
protection of assignee distributing estate under...................... 1683
Valuable Consideration
protection of conveyances, etc., made for.................................... 1676
Vouchers
proof of claim by 1683
oid as Against Creditors
see Fraudulent Conveyances 1388
I:\OEX.




transactions under The Wages Act not affected 1676
priority of 1803
when payable by assignee 1804
e>..'"tent of priority................. 1 03
"'arrant of Attorney
when void as against creditor 1674
Witnesses
right of assignor as to Callinll; and cross examining in action







of books of commission.................................................................... 3351
Boxing and Wrestling Contests
license or permit for................................................................ 3349
conditions and revocation of..... 3349
penalty for holding without.......................... 3350
investigation of charges as to conduct of.................................... 3350
Commission
establishment, powers, appointment of members... 3348
quorum, tenure of office, salaries, etc. .. 3348
investigation of charges re conduct of boxing matches 3350
impounding moneys pending . 3350
at request of Ontario Branch .. 3350
audit of books and accounts !.......................... 3351
Gate Receipts
tax on as fund for payment of expenses of Commission 3349
quarterly statement................................................................ 3349
time for payrnent......................................................... 3351
Prole sional Contest or Exhibilion of any Sport or Game
meaning of 3351
penalty for holding without paying ta1C 335]
ATTACHMENT
enforcing woodman's lien by, see Woodman's Lien For Wages 1788
wages, extent of exemption 1804
see Absconding Dehtors 1254
see Fraudulent Debtors Arrest......................... 1260
ATTORNEY GENERAL




to sell pure bred live stock.
Municipal nf~Laws




rules as to . 1408
AUCTION OF GOODS
rules as to 1707
AUDIT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACCOUNTS
sec Administration of Justice Expenses 1336
AUDIT OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
Accounting
treasury board may niter time for . 335
Accountable 'Varrant











regulations of auditor as to making up and rendering
examination on oath, by auditor.......... .. .
what to be included in examination of, and audit by auditor .
audit of details by deputy head or officer in first instance....
officer to certify as to performance of work or materials sup· .
plied .
payment of, in criminal investigation upon certificate of Attor-
ney.General or deputy .
for travelling expenses, when certificate of Minister sufficient.
of expenditure of temporary loans.
audit of, other than appropriation accounts .
Accountants
appointment nnd accounting by.. ...... 337, 338
Appropriation
examination of vouchers for charges against.
cheque not to issue without, or in excess· of..
exceptions . .
unexpended balance to be written ott after close of fiscal year
ledger to be kept by auditor.. . .
monthly stntement to departments as to expenditure and bal·
ances . .
exhaustion of, notice to department .
excess payments, approval of treasury bonrd.... . .
report upon payments in excess of.. . .
trensury board to determine differenccs.. .













remonl of auditor on address oL..... 330'
regulations to ~ laid before . _.. 330
return of statements as to payments without certificate 333
cheque on opinion that there is legal
INOEX.
AUDIT OF PUBLIC ACCOUNT~ontinued
Assistant Auditor
appointment and duties of_
Assistant Treasurer










appointment and salary of 330
tenure of office................. 330
removal of, on address of assembly....................... 330
illness, absence, or vacancy in office, acting auditor 330
powers as to regulation and control of office 330
power to examine persons on oath............. 331
with assistant treasurer to cancel securities on redemption 331
to prepare public accounts................. 335
particulars to be reported to Assembly.. 336
when to audit accounts other than appropriation accounts ... 337
reporting upon balance improperly or unnecessarily retained
by accountants :.......... 338
Banks
audit of accounts current with 337
Certificate
of officer in charge, before payment of account ,... 333.
of Attorne~·-General on accounts of criminal in\'estigation ,.333, 334
of Minister, on accounts for travelling expenses... 334
Cheque
not to issue for payment without authority for expenditure. 331
certificate of auditor as to legislative authorit~' required 332
exceptions, opinion of Attorney-General or deputy 332
under special warrant in cases of urgency..... 332
under order of treasury board on appeal from auditor.... 332, 333




how to be kept
Clerks
appointment of .....
may be suspended by auditor.
Commissions
when auditor to audit accounts of.
Concur-renee
payments of items or estimates after .
Consolidated Re"enue Fund
salary of auditor charged upon .
temporary loans to supply deficiencies in _.
payment of accounts for printing and stationer)" out oC .
Criminal Investigation













AUDIT OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS-Continued
Estimates
authorizing pa~'ment of items after concurrence .
Executive Council
appointment of treasury board from among members ot. ......
Financial Agents
audit of accounts current with .
Fisea! Year
what period constitutes .
estimates to be for payments to be made in
extension of tilne for closing account..
King's Printer
payment of accounts for departmental printing, su~plies, etc.
Loans
audit of accounts relating to, issue or redemption of
Minister
payment of accounts for travelling expenses on certificate of
Oath
auditor may examine persons under, as to accounts....
Officers
appointment of .
may be suspended by auditor................... . .
certificate as to performance of work or materials 8upplied..
Pa)·ment
not to be made without, or in excess of appropria.tion .
exceptions .
Printing and Stationer)·
payment of accounts for, out of Consolidated Revenue Fund..
Public Accounts
period to be included _..
auditor to prepare....... . .
regulations as to preparation of
Public Works
special warrant for payments in urgent eases
Regulations
power of auditor as to making
approval by treasury board . .
by Lieutenant-Governor in Council fixing allowances to officials
for travelling expenses . .
as to preparation of public accounts, reports and statements....
by Treasury Board as to details of accounts of receipts and
revenue, etc. . .
Report
of expenditure out of accountable warrant without authority
upon cases in which cheques issue without certificate of
auditor . .

































AUDIT OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS-Continued
Reycnue
treasury board may alter time for accounting or return_ .
report of auditor upon misapplication or failure to account .
audit of account of receipt of .
Salaries
application of, in payment for temporary assistance during
vacancy in office ..
Securities
cancellation of, by auditor and assistant treasurer on redemp-
tion ..
Special Warrant










payment of, out of vote for salary during vacancy in office........ 332
Temporary Loans
on credit of Consolidated Revenue Fund 335
limitations as to 335
account of, to be laid before Assembly........................................ 335
Travelling Expenses
payment of accounts of offici~ls on certificate of minister........ 334
regulations as to allowances for _................. 334
Treasurer
to lay public accounts before Assembly.......................................... 335
Treasury Board
appointment of, how composed 330
reference to, where auditor refuses to certify that cheque may
issue................. 332, 333
may alter period for accounting for or returning public
moneys 335
to determine differences as to what appropriation chargeable
with expenditure 336
directions as to audit of revenue accounts................. 337
regulations as to preparation of public accounts.......................... 337
Urgency
issue of special warrant for appropriation in cases of.................. 332
Vouchers




Apportionment of Special Grant
duty of AIinister 3809
Boarl!-
meaning of 3807
powers as to establishing and conducting classes.................... 3807
raising funds for establishment and maintenance 3809
Establisbment and Iaintenance
how provided for _ _.._ _.............................. 3809




board may fix with approval of Minister .
Health
duty of board as to supervision of ..........
Inspector






r- establishment of courses in 3807
Medical Inspector
_ direction to visit and, consult with parents 3809
Medical Practitioner
inspector to be 3809
Medical Treatment
duty of board as to providing 3808
Pupils
why may be admitted as 3807
providing residence for : 3807, 3808
to be wards of board 3808
admission from otber municipalities 3808
fees :................. 3808
religious instruction 3808
duty of board as to supervision of health of and medical
treatment .3808
provision for transportation of 3809
Regulations
power of Minister as to making 3809
Religion
duty of board where residence established 3808
Residence
provision for ,............................................................... 3807
acquiring site in adjoining township 3808
Site'
powt:r .to ~cqui~e.~ith approv!1l of Minister 3807
acqulrmg m adJommg townshIp 3808




see Dairy Products......... 3431
BABY FARMING
see Maternity Boarding Houses....................................... 3499
BAIL
Procedure on Estreating
see Estreats 1368
